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Paint by Sticker may be the most exciting new idea in activity books, both for grown-ups and kids.
paintings.s utterly absorbing, both in the pleasure of peeling and sticking and the growing satisfaction of
watching a “ The original pictures are rendered in low-poly, a computer graphics design using geometric
polygon styles to create a 3D effect. As in paint-by-number, each template is split into dozens of spaces,
each with a number that corresponds to a specific sticker. Discover the sticker, peel it, and stick it in the
proper space. become more active, emerging from a set black-and-white illustration to a dazzling picture
with color, body, and spirit.s a task that’it’”painting” Add the next, and the next, and the next—Paint by
Sticker: Birds celebrates the rainbow of colours and styles of the avian world: a red-headed woodpecker, a
blue jay, an orange and dark Baltimore oriole, an electric shiny hummingbird. A compelling activity for
crafters and performers, doodlers and colorers of all ages, each Paint by Sticker book includes everything
you need to create twelve lively, full-color “
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Great concept, low quality in comparison to earlier books My 5-year-old is very into artwork and loves the
Color by Sticker series. Good buy Good buy Quality paper and stickers So much fun! Ideal for fine motor
development, and a perfect alternative to consumer electronics when he requires a silent activity. After
completing the initial four books (Color By Sticker, PBS Masterpieces, PBS Kids, and PBS Kids Zoo Animals),
he was so thrilled to hear a fresh one was developing.Unfortunately, the quality of the books appears to
have really declined with the brand new releases. As a previous reviewer stated, the stickers in this book
aren't fully lower and tear conveniently when you make an effort to remove them. Even though my child
asked me for help on his first picture, I couldn't appear to get them out without plenty of torn edges and
missing corners. AMAZING for kids and adults! Mamaw (that's "Grandma" for anybody not from Kentucky
:D ) loves to buy our kids stickers, and asked me personally to search Amazon for a few new stickers. One
of is own favorite things to do is abruptly a way to obtain crying and frustration. I hope the publisher
addresses this issue quickly, and we can make contact with enjoying Paint by Sticker as much as we did
before. I occurred upon these books, and in true Mamaw fashion, she thought to obtain them all! This
particular book has been amazing for our bird-loving six 12 months old-she loves to total the "paintings",
and loves to research the birds collectively while she functions! Some people tell me that it's an costly hobby
for just 4 nights of fun but I really enjoy them so when I'm in between books I miss doing them. Both of

our big children have used these (age range six and five), and also have let me help on several occasions. I
am enjoying this reserve and would give it five superstars but some of the stickers usually do not come out
correctly and I've had to lower them or they tear..! Five Stars 27 yrs . old and totally addicted. Relaxing
Fun I know some people are complaining that the stickers do not fit precisely and keep some gaps, but I
don't believe that is really a problem. Extremely relaxing and fun. There are some gaps, but I think that
that actually adds to the homemade charm. They provide the picture some dimension. I had an enjoyable
experience filling in this book, and simply ordered two more Paint by Sticker books. The stickers and the
paper are great and thick. This publication has enough to do on each picture to make it last longer a day to
do the book. EASILY start with A1 and go to be able and search for the spot the sticker goes, then it can
help to make it go longer too. It has 12 images to do and I tend to do 3 per night while winding down for
bed. I have also found that these paint-by-sticker books help our children focus and stay silent during our
read-aloud moments, and are also ideal for packing whenever we will be hanging out in wait rooms at the
dentist, pediatrician's office, etc. received Fun puzzles to function! There are a few for every picture that
tear when you peel them off and a few that are too small for the area they are meant to fill. I love a
challenge. Still well worth the ~$10 though. I've got the whole series. I enjoy them all! Our only negative is
that they don't have significantly more titles in the lineup, once we have eliminated through all of them
already! I am hoping the publisher looks at the reviews, because I'd love to see vacation books, like for
Halloween, Christmas, and Easter! Very Fun Book!. In any other case it is fun to do these. Lovely art! She
actually is 4 and enjoys her book! I simply wish all of the stickers were lower properly.! So much more
relaxing than coloring. More relaxing than a coloring book Love these so much! Very addicting Cool birds
however, many are a small too basic for my liking. But overall I really like these books and I will definitely
by buying even more!I was surprised at how much fun We had as well! Novel idea and so fun. So fun to do
with kids of college age. The guy can do them on his own, and would finish a complete book in one sitting if
we didn't make him sleep from time to time! This book is quite high quality. Very pleased with this sticker
simply by number book Very pleased with this sticker by number book. Do yourself a favor and buy some
good tweezers to assist you precisely place each gorgeous piece. I do hope one time they will obtain

cheaper but until then I will pace myself! Love these sticker books! Definitely the very best adult sticker
books in the marketplace! If you really invest some time on each individual sticker, they suit really well.
Doing these pictures takes my mind off my issues. It's diverting and a good solution when I don't have
enough time or space to do a jigsaw puzzle, but need something involving. I am purchasing every one around!



I acquired the children's publication for my granddaughter and we focus on them simultaneously. Do you
prefer birds? This reserve is a soothing way to create are. Work with a fine point tweezer to lay the art
onto the paper and present your friends!
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